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about us
As the largest and longest running
student-led health conference in
the nation, the Minority Health
Conference aims to raise awareness
regarding health disparities and
mobilize students, academics, and
community members to take action
for change. Since its inception in the
late 1970s, the Minority Health
Conference has grown significantly,
attracting over 600 attendees, plus
nearly a thousand more via webcast.

This year’s theme, Reclaiming the Narrative, is based on the
recognition that the world is organized by the stories we tell.
Stories have the power to influence the way we view ourselves
and others and have the power to shape our actions. Given
this sometimes unacknowledged influence, we must ask who
are the storytellers, and who benefits from these narratives.
The answers to these questions can offer an understanding
of how we as public health professionals can progress and
push public health agendas forward in a meaningful way. This
year’s theme challenges us to end perpetuation of damaging
rhetoric against marginalized communities. It highlights how
resilient communities have fought to speak truth to power
and refused to have their voices silenced and how public
health practitioners can join such efforts. By reclaiming the
narrative, communities and public health practitioners can
reconcile the past and present and take agency in the future
to promote health for all people.

kick-off speaker
An Evening with Byron Hurt:
Minority Health Conference Kick-Off
Overflow Room: MHRC 0001
Thursday, February 22nd, 2018
5:30PM - 8:30PM
Joan Heckler Gillings Auditorium (RO 133)
Reception starts at 5:30PM in the Atrium and documentary screening and Q&A
starts at 6PM in Ros 133.
In line with this year’s theme of Reclaiming the Narrative, the Minority
Health Conference has decided to host an in-depth look at food injustice
and its impact on marginalized communities. Join us for an evening with
Byron Hurt, an award-winning documentary filmmaker, writer, and professor.
His most recent documentary and recipient of CNN Best Documentary Award
at the American Black Film Festival, Soul Food Junkies, will be screened. In Soul
Food Junkies, Hurt takes us on a fascinating historical and culinary journey
exploring the soul food tradition and its ties to black cultural identity. The
film delves into the positive and negative consequences of this culinary
tradition. A moderated Q&A with Byron Hurt will follow. Copies of
Soul Food Junkies will be available for purchase.

about the speaker
Byron Hurt is an award-winning documentary
filmmaker, writer, anti-sexist activist, and an
adjunct professor at Columbia University.
Hurt is also an Emmy-nominated TV show
host. His critically acclaimed documentary,
Hip-Hop: Beyond Beats and Rhymes, premiered at
the Sundance Film Festival and broadcast
nationally on PBS’ Emmy-award winning series
Independent Lens. Byron’s previous film, Soul
Food Junkies, won “Best Documentary” at
several film festivals, including, the CNN Best
Documentary Award at the American Black
Film Festival, and Best Documentary at the
Urbanworld Film Festival in New York City.

keynote speakers
20th Annual William T. Small, Jr.
Keynote Lecture

Monica Raye Simpson
Monica Raye Simpson is the Executive
Director of SisterSong Women of Color
Reproductive Justice Collective. A native
of rural North Carolina, Monica has
organized extensively against human
rights violations, reproductive
oppression, the prison industrial complex,
racism and intolerance and is deeply
invested in southern movement building
and the fight for Black liberation. She is
also committed to birth justice as a
certified Doula. Monica couples her
activism with her artistry and released
her first live album entitled Revolutionary
Love where she blends her gospel roots
and her passion for social justice with
deep soul to create the sound known as
Revolutionary Soul. Because of her
“artivism,” Monica was named as a New
Civil Rights Leader by Essence Magazine
and chosen as one of Advocate Magazine’s
40 under 40 leaders.

keynote speakers
7th Annual Victor J. Schoenbach
Keynote Lecture

Vann R. Newkirk, MSPH
Vann R. Newkirk II is a staff writer at The
Atlantic, where he covers politics and
policy, with a focus on voting rights,
civil rights, and health policy, and
formerly a staff writer at Daily Kos. He
also has contributed articles, essays, and
photography to sites such as GQ, Gawker,
Grantland, and Ebony. He now uses his
analytic skills and background in
statistics in nonfiction work and in
multimedia projects, especially those
dealing with health and health policy.
Vann is also a cofounder of and
contributing editor at Seven Scribes, an
online magazine by young writers and
artists of color. Vann resides in
Hyattsville, MD with his wife and
son. He is a Gillings School of Global
Public Health alumnus of the Health
Policy and Management Department.

breakout sessions

1

2

Stigma and Addiction: The
Impact of Biased Narratives
on Substance Use Healthcare
Biased narratives around substance use have
adversely impacted the way healthcare for
addiction is designed and developed. These
narratives negatively depict minority
communities impacted by substance use and
stigmatize individuals receiving treatment.
This panel will discuss the different factors
within minority communities that impact
accessibility, quality of substance use
treatment, and multi-level solutions for
combating these narratives.

Shifting the Global Health
Narrative in Academia and Beyond
In this moderated panel discussion, students
and professors from the Gillings School of
global Public Health, Department of Social
Medicine, and Department of Anthropology will
examine how researchers and practitioners
can challenge Eurocentric and Western norms
while honoring traditional, home-grown
approaches to healing, care, and development.
These panelists will provide examples of how
we can shift the global narrative through
illustrative examples from their own work
including sexual and reproductive health,
mental health, and maternal health.

breakout sessions
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The Impact of Public Spaces on
Community Narratives
The public space is an integral aspect of
American society. Public space provides a
location in which citizens are able to
express their thoughts and opinions
through speech, art, and activism. From
confederate monuments, to street art, these
many forms of public expression shape and
impact the narrative surrounding the
communal American experience. In this
session, local activists and educators, will
explore this idea of public space and the
impact of the narratives created within
these spaces on the experiences of
people of color.

Racialization, Trauma,
and the Resiliency of
Marginalized Communities
Marginalized communities are often
traumatized by everyday discrimination—yet
are able to remain resilient. In this session,
panelists will examine the health impact of
trauma that historically marginalized
racial, ethnic, and religious groups often
face. Solutions and paths to resiliency will
be highlighted as a key subject along with
the racialization of trauma in the lives of
people of color.

breakout sessions
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Using Technology and Data to
Promote Health Equity
Data stories combine visualizations with
narrative flow to tell meaningful stories
about health and equity. Data storytelling
has both the potential for perpetuating a
particular story or the possibility of
uncovering underlying injustices. The panelists
in this session will present research focused
on neighborhood-level social factors, and
environmental hazards contributing to
geographic and racial health disparities. The
panelists will also discuss the challenges
associated with using technology to tell
stories in health, and will include both
research and community member perspectives.

Picking up the Pieces:
Community Resiliency in the
Face of Natural Disasters
After Hurricane Matthew, minority communities
in North Carolina’s northeastern region - which
bear much of the state’s poor health burden were hit hard by this storm and continue to work
toward rebuilding. Presenters for this session
will highlight narratives around government
hurricane response, allocation of resources,
and community resilience in areas devastated by
the storm. Participants will have an opportunity
to engage with speakers about opportunities to
improve future rebuilding efforts and how we
can work as a community to support towns in
eastern North Carolina.

breakout sessions

7
8

Tools for Reclaiming the
Narrative: Telling Your Story
Workshop
This workshop will be beneficial for those
who represent or are wanting to engage
marginalized communities affected by health
inequities. Participants will build skills in
telling both personal and community
narratives. By incorporating best practice
examples of challenging the narrative of
marginalized communities, this informative
and interactive workshop session will equip
participants with the tools to regain power
through storytelling.

Tools for Reclaiming the
Narrative: Community and Health
Advocacy Skills Workshop
This workshop will introduce participants to
effective strategies to build solidarity among
minority communities to ensure that their
voices are heard in the political and social
spheres. Even in times of political division,
there are effective strategies and tools that
both community groups and public health
professionals can use for successful
community and health advocacy. The
workshop will explore how to conduct a
power analysis to identify key stakeholders
and issues for advocacy work. Participants
will learn methods for effectively amplifying
the voice of underrepresented populations
for real action and policy change.

posters
Brinkley-Rubenstein, L., Costenbader, B., Golin,
C., Zule, W., Wohl, D. & Dubey, M. Exploring the
use of Pre-exposure Prophylaxis (PrEP) among
injection drug users in Guilford County, NC.
Clarke, L.S., Riley, H., Dunlop, A., Corwin, E.J.
& Hogue, C.J. Gendered racism, contextualized
stress, and depression among pregnant, black
women.
Drake, J., Bess, K., Diallo, M., Hoover, S., Dave, G.
& Corbie-Smith, G. Overcoming barriers to
biospecimen collection in African American
populations.
Felder, S. Reclaiming the narrative: The life
course of homeless female veterans.
Goodman, J.D. Defining non-residential fatherhood for Black Americans in the 21st Century.
Guerrab, F.Z., Moore, A., Dixon, C., Morse, C.,
Kotey, A., Eng, E., Lightfoot, A., Robertson, L.
& Smith, B. Reducing racial disparities in cancer
treatment completion through system change:
Process evaluation findings.
Hernandez, M. & McMonigle, M. Peer navigators:
A formal mechanism to engage and empower
community.
Higginbotham, B.L., Byrne, V.L. & Donlan, A.E.
Using Twitter to assess campus climate after a
hate crime.
Johnson, T., Bryant, A., Lynn, M.R., Jenerette, C. &
Rodgers, S. Reclaiming the narrative: Shifting the
nursing school experience for underrepresented
ethnic minority and disadvantaged background
students through use of courageous dialogues.
Jones, M., Leak, L., Robinson, S., Riggins, L.,
Lightfoot, A., James, S., Mamo, M. & Golin, C.
Turning darkness into light: Residents of public
housing communities explore community
concerns through photography to inform
HIV prevention in Durham.

Khan, A., Hayes, M., Eisen, A. & Hollister, N.
Refugee Community Partnership: a traumainformed and relationship-focused approach to
develop community-based support system for
resettled refugee families.
Milroy, J. J. & Hickerson, B.D. Presented by Oakes,
L. Using design thinking and rapid prototyping
with college students with Intellectual and/or
Developmental Disabilities (IDD) to investigate their
health and wellness needs.
Morrison, S., Shreeniwas, S., Balakrishnan, K. &
Patel, K. Asian American minority health: Health
status among Montagnards in North Carolina
with implications for public health practice.
Revens, K.E., Gutierrez, D. & DeHaven, M.J.
Tu No Estas Solo/You are Not Alone: Providing
culturally appropriate mental health services to
Latino immigrants through a community
partnership.
Richmond, A., Jackson, M. & Robinson, M.
Structural inequalities: An on the ground
view - A two-day summer intensive.
Riggins, C., Riggins, E., Belfield, B., Belfield, D.,
Luong, M., Pike, E., Bahorski, S., McGirt, C., McLendon, C., Jackson, M. & Lightfoot, A. PICTURE YES!:
Youth lead the way in shaping a new vision of
community in southeast Raleigh, North Carolina.
Shaughnessy, S., Rimmler, S. & Tatum, E. Using
photovoice as a tool for environmental justice
organizing.
Sheppard, B., Chauvenet, C., Campbell, D., Gallagher, B. & Siddique, N. Beyond the health
benefits of fresh fruits and vegetables:
Utilizing qualitative research to understand
the broader impacts of a community gardens
project in low-income rural communities.
Taraskiewicz, L., Boegner, J. & Subramanyam, V.
Justice and equity in public health: A
qualitative study of barriers for public
health faculty in teaching equity content.
Torres, S.L., Beam, M.A., McDaniel, A.N., Racine, E.F.
& Solomon, C. Cabarrus County park departments
develop physical activity opportunities in Spanish
for the Latino Population.

ending celebration
UNC Gospel Choir
The UNC Gospel Choir is an organization that promotes and uplifts
the kingdom of God. The UNC Gospel Choir is a religious-affiliated
group that stands as an organization centered around community
involvement and spiritual development. The choir’s purpose is to
provide an opportunity for students to fellowship with individuals
who share their same religious affiliation as well as provide an
opportunity for spiritual growth. The UNC Gospel Choir travels to
various cities within surrounding communities in order to present,
promote and praise the Kingdom of God through singing a diverse
repertoire of songs. The choir consists of diverse backgrounds and
distinctive cultures that unite to fulfill one purpose: to display
God’s love on campus and to transmit an encouraging word to
community members. This group stands to be an avenue to strengthen one’s relationship with God, to develop a social support system,
and to enhance one’s vocal abilities.

Zankiliwa
Zanki, short for Zankiliwa, is a sub-group of OASIS which stands for
the Organization for African Students’ Interests and Solidarity.
OASIS started on UNC’s campus in 1981 with the mission of spreading
awareness of the beauty of African culture and serving as a
resource for the UNC-CH campus and its surrounding communities.
Zankiliwa formed shortly after the establishment of OASIS. Zankiliwa
is a word that originated in Cameroon, which means to “get down”
and to dance enthusiastically. Zankiliwa’s mission is to express
African culture through the art forms of traditional African
dance and modern Afro Hip-Hop. The dance troupe strives to
educate the neighboring communities about one of the most
important aspects of African life — DANCE. A majority of the
dancers and dance styles hail from West Africa although
they also incorporate dance styles from all over the
continent of Africa.

registration
Register at:
http://minorityhealth.web.unc.edu/
registration deadline:
February 5th, 2018

HOTELS
Hampton Inn Chapel Hill/Durham

Courtyard Chapel Hill

www.hamptoninn3.hilton.com

www.courtyardchapelhill.com

Aloft Chapel Hill

Hampton Inn Carrboro

www.aloftchapelhill.com

http://hamptoninn3.hilton.com

6121 Farrington Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
(919) 403-8700

1001 South Hamilton Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
(919) 932-7772

100 Marriott Way
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
(919) 883-0700

370 East Main Street, Unit 100
Carrboro, NC 27510
(919) 969-6988

WEBCAST

Can’t JOIN US IN Chapel Hill?

You can still view the keynote address via
our webcast. The Minority Health Conference
Webcast will take place from 2:00-3:30PM EST
the day of the conference, February 23, 2018.
The webcast will consist of a streaming of
the recorded morning William T. Small Jr.
Keynote address followed by a live Q&A session
with the keynote speaker, Monica Raye Simpson.
There are three options for individual and group
webcast participation:
(1) host a partner conference,
(2) organize a group viewing,
(3) watch as an individual. Group and individual viewings
are free of charge, but do require registration.
Please visit our website for more details on
these viewing options at:
http://minorityhealth.web.unc.edu/conference/keynote-webcast/

